Automated analysis of cognitive presence in MOOC discussions
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**Abstract:**

The Community of Inquiry (CoI) framework [1] has been broadly used to analyse learning experience in online discussion forums for two decades. Cognitive presence, which is a primary dimension of the CoI framework, manifests the reflection of (re)constructing knowledge and problem-solving processes in the learning experience [2]. Researchers doing text analysis using machine learning techniques are making promising contributions to analysing phases of cognitive presence automatically [3]–[5] in online discussions. However, most studies of automated cognitive analysis focus on improving the accuracy and reliability of the classifiers. They ignored that another purpose of applying machine learning techniques in educational research should be to pinpoint research bias that scholars neither intended to nor can have found without computer support. This session will present the example of ‘research bias’ discovered from both manual and automated classification of cognitive phases, provoking scholars to rethink and improve the conflicting part in the taxonomies of cognitive presence under MOOC context.

The manual-classification rubric that used to label discussion messages of a target MOOC combines Garrison, Anderson and Archer’s [2] scheme with Park’s [6] revised version. The rubric describes four phases of cognitive presence (i.e. triggering event, exploration, integration and resolution), and indicators of each phase in online discussions. We reported the average inter-rater reliability between two human raters achieved 95.4% agreement (N = 1002) with a Cohen’s weighted kappa of 0.96. Interestingly, we found the average inter-rater reliability decreased to 80.1% after increasing the size of data samples (N = 1918) and the number of human raters to three.

After training the automated classifiers to predict phases of cognitive presence, the confusion matrix implies that most of the disagreements between computer raters occurred between adjacent phases of cognitive presence. The disagreements between human raters also have the same problems. We assume the additional categories may exist
between cognitive phases in such MOOC discussion messages. These details will be discussed during the presentation.
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